Preface

The impetus for this particular volume arose from the Transnational Environmental Crime (TEC) project based at The Australian National University (ANU), funded for part of its duration by the Australian Research Council (ARC) and the Australian Government’s Department of the Environment (under its current name) as a partner organization. Many of the authors have been involved with that project in some capacity: as chief investigators, as visiting fellows, as PhD students, as research assistants, as contributors to workshops and conferences. In some way or another, we have worked with or, through conferences and workshops, engaged with all the authors. Indeed, our own collaboration began in March 2007 at a public forum on TEC in the Asia Pacific, convened by one of us (Elliott) at the ANU. As editors and as colleagues interested in the challenges of transnational environmental crime, we bring to this project different discipline backgrounds (International Relations and Ecology and Evolutionary Biology) and different professional experiences (academe and civil society).

Many people have contributed to the TEC project in general and to this volume in particular. We are pleased to acknowledge funding from the Australian Research Council under Linkage Grant 110100642, and the Australian commonwealth Department of the Environment (also known, in its previous incarnations as a partner in this project, as the Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities, and the Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts). We are grateful for the support from the Department, particularly from Deputy Secretary Dr Kimberley Dripps and staff who have committed time to the project workshops and conferences at which some of the chapters in this volume were first aired. This includes James Lehane, Dylan Horne, Deb Callister and Matthew Marshall. Very special thanks are due to Grant Pink who was the project champion within the Department and whose contribution to this volume brings an international commitment to the issues we explore here. Thanks are also due to Lorraine Elliott’s co-investigators on this ARC project – Julie Ayling from the ANU and Professor Greg Rose from the University of Wollongong. We also express our thanks to Sophie Saydan, who is now undertaking her own PhD and who has contributed a chapter to this volume, but who started her journey as the project Research Assistant. The Department of International Relations...
Relations in the Coral Bell School of Asia Pacific Affairs in the ANU College of Asia and the Pacific has been physical host to the TEC project and to a number of project Visiting Fellows, and practical host to the many workshops and conferences that have brought together many of the authors involved in this volume. Many thanks, then, to the Department of IR and to Professor Bill Tow and, for a time, Associate Professor Ian Hall as Head and Acting Head respectively.

The specific tasks involved in producing a lengthy volume can at times seem burdensome to editors. We are therefore very grateful to the editorial team at Edward Elgar Publishing who have worked with us on this volume, particularly Alex Pettifer and Alex O’Connell. They have been a constant source of professional support, intellectual enthusiasm and excellent advice. Our deepest thanks must go to Mary-Louise Hickey, Editor in the Department of International Relations at the ANU. The professional skills that she brings to the production of a volume such as this are both extensive and second-to-none. It is not an overstatement to say that, as the volume editors, we would not have managed this process without her.

There are personal debts to be acknowledged as well. Lorraine would like to thank Graeme for his continued and constant support. She dedicates her work on this volume to the memory of her sister Barbara. William is grateful for Pantita and Thea’s steady backing, interest and occasional forbearance through ‘yet another’ period of research and writing. Thea, in particular, has been intrigued because the ANU’s TEC project gives daddies homework too.

Lorraine Elliott, Canberra
William H. Schaedla, Albuquerque